COLOMBRE
TECHNIQUE

COLOMBRE STEP-BY-STEP

PRODUCTS USED: Pure Light Power Lightener, 20 Volume Developer, Your favorite ChromaSilk VIVIDS or PASTELS Colors

3”
Backcomb
4”
1. Mix Pure Light Power Lightener with the appropriate developer choice. Take into account the
starting level, desired level and condition of the hair.

3. Beginning in the nape, take horizontal subsections approximately 3 inches thick (depending on
the density of the hair) and back comb the subsection 5 times to soften the line of demarcation.

6. Once the recommended level of lift has been achieved, shampoo, condition and dry hair
completely. If the hair has become overly porous, a Silk Degrees Shine Treatment can be
applied to the hair to ensure greater longevity of the chosen VIVIDS, PASTELS or custom
shade. Mix 4 drops of Silk Degrees Shine Serum into 1 ounce of Silk Degrees Treatment and
apply to freshly shampooed hair. Place a processing cap over the hair and process under
medium heat for 20 minutes then rinse. Dry the hair completely to prepare for the VIVIDS,
PASTELS or custom shade application.

4. Apply Pure Light Power Lightener to the last 4 inches of hair and seal with foil. Continue
working this technique up the head through each of the four sections.

7. Apply the desired VIVIDS, PASTELS or custom shade on the previously lightened ends. Allow to
process for 20 minutes at room temperature.

5. Allow the hair to process until the desired level is achieved. Refer to PRAVANA’S lifting
guidelines for VIVIDS and PASTELS to achieve true-to-tone color and optimal longevity.

8. Shampoo lightly and rinse with cool water until water runs clear. Style as desired.

2. Section the hair into 4 sections; parting from ear to ear and forehead to nape.

COLOMBRE
T ECHN I Q U E B Y
D A N N Y M O ON

PRODUCTS USED:
Pure Light Power Lightener
Creme Developer
Your favorite ChromaSilk
VIVIDS or PASTELS Colors

